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Impacts of 4x daily radiosondes everywhere
Privé, N., R. Errico, and K.-S. Tai, 2014: The impact of increased
frequency of rawinsonde observations on forecast skill investigated 











































Fractional reduction of analysis error [ea(without)-ea(with)]/ea(without)
Estimate of analysis error characteristics
Errico, R. M., N. C. Privé, 2014: An estimate of some analysis error 
statistics using the GMAO observing system simulation framework. 
Quart. J. Roy. Meteorol. Soc., 140 , 1005-1012.
Temporal standard
deviations of analysis





















CONUS     = solid
North PAC= dashed
Trop   PAC= dotted
South PAC= dot-dashed
Application: Characterization of analysis error
Power spectra of analysis and analysis error fields on eta-surfaces

Examination of the “NMC Method”
Errico, R. M., N. C. Privé, W. Guo, 2014: Use of an OSSE to 
evaluate background error covariances estimated by the “NMC 






Application: Evaluation of “NMC Method”
Comparison of meridional correlation length scales for 





Errico, R. M., N. C. Privé, W. Guo, 2013: Use of an OSSE to evaluate background 
error covariances estimated by the “NMC method.” Quart. J. Roy. Meter. Soc., submitted.
Effects of observation errors on analysis and forecasts
Privé,  N. C., R. M. Errico, K.-S. Tai, 2013: The influence of 
observation errors on analysis error and forecast skill investigated 























































































Effects of model and observation errors
Privé,  N. C., R. M. Errico, K.-S. Tai, 2013: The influence of 
observation errors on analysis error and forecast skill investigated 
with an observing system simulation experiment. J. Geosphy. Res. –
Atmos., 118, 5332-5346.
Privé, N. C., and R. M. Errico, 2013. The role of model and initial 
condition error in numerical weather forecasting investigated with 





Application: Effects of model and observation errors
Imperfect model
Perfect model
Near perfect observing system
but imperfect model
Dashed=obs with errors
Solid=obs with no errors
Privé,  N. C., R. M. Errico, K.-S. Tai, 2013: The influence of observation errors on 
analysis error and forecast skill investigated with an observing system simulation 
experiment. J. Geosphy. Res., in press.
Examination of predictability
Manuscript in preparation (Privé and Errico)







